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e Officer in Charge,
Kotulpur p.S., Dist-Bankura.

Subi Prayer for lodging specific case.

Sir,

ln producing herewith 02 (Two) seized Tractor Model Swaraj 8SSFE bearing Registration No- (1)
WB 88D-9416 colour- red fitted with trolly Ioaded sand, colour- chocolate, written as Tl T'fi e ?fiAI
{{C' IHAE{ ')fq{ on the body of the trolly, & (2) Tractor Model mahindra 595D1 bearing
Registration No WB 888-5420 colour- Red, fitted with trolly loaded sand, colour- blue, written as &{F
on the back side of body. I beg to state that on 20.06.2024 t, St Shyamal Kr Das along with C/1101
Chandan Biswas, HG-GC-CHA- 31 Sibaram Kumbhakar was performing Special mobile duty at PS area
along with force, (vide C.C. No- L559/24 iI-2O.O6.ZOZ4, and Kotulpur pS GDE No- 908, Dt- 20.06.24l-.
During my mobile duty I received specific information on 20,06.2A24 at about 12.15 hrs. that 02 (Two)
tractors are loading sand illegally from River bed of Darakeswar atchantipara village under Kotulpur PS

for illegal transportation. I informed to O.C. Kotulpur PS about the information and as per his direction
myself along with force left for Ghantipara village to work out the information. Myself along with force
arrived at Ghantipara under Kotulpur P.S. Dist-Bankura and as per information we saw that the above
noted 02 tractors carrying sand from Darakeswar river bed. Then while we proceeded at this site, that
time o.ne driver of tractor bearing Registration No WB 888-5420 fled away from the spot left his sand
loaded tractor. We managed to apprehend another one tractor driver of Tractor bearing regd. No- WB

88D-9416. I asked hlm to produce valid documents in respect of loaded sand but he failed to produce
the same. I verified the both sand loaded tractor through WBMDTCL (Sandi apps and found that both
the tractors extracting sand illegally with a view to sale the sand at locality. Also I came to know that
they are carrying and loading sand without any valid carrying order or challan. lt is also believe that the
owners and the drivers of those mentioned tractors'are also involved in this illegal racket as they
engaged their respective tractors for such illegal act. Accordingly lseized the above noted 02 (two)
tractors fitted with sand loaded trolly under proper seizure list in between 13.05 hrs to 13.40 hrs. dtd.
20.06.2024. I arrested the said driver namely Jayanta Dhoure (56 yrs) s/o- Lt Anukul Dhoure of vill-
panna, PS- Kotulpur, Dist- Bankura by maintaining the guideline of arrest rules.

so, I pray before you to lodge a specific case against the accused driver namely Jayanta Dhoure
(56 yrs) s/o- Lt Anukul Dhoure of vill- Panna, PS- Kotulpur, Dist- Bankura and other driver also owners of
the aforesaid tractors, as per specific section of law for illegal mining and transportation of sand for
illegal gain.

Enclosure:.
1) Original Seizure List.
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